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Executive summary
About this edition
This edition of just-style’s denim report is based upon the previous (2017) edition. We have
fully revised and updated the consumer market and industry trends chapters, but kept the
supply chain and product profile chapters as per the 2017 edition.

Purpose of the denim and jeans report
This just-style updated report is intended to provide worldwide market knowledge about
the denim and jeans industry for people working in it. It also delivers insightful views on
the issues affecting future business decision making for denim and jeans executives.

Trends and issues
As this is an update, the Executive Summary starts with recently updated issues for denim
and jeans executives. They fall into five categories:
•

Consumers

•

Design and product

•

Technology, operations and the supply chain

•

Corporate social responsibility

•

Business issues

The marketing material that jeans brands are pushing at the consumer is “go your own
way”. Bit this means that there are no trends, which makes a mockery of concentration on
differentiating your brand through design and product. Within design and product, it selling
of authenticity and heritage shows no sign of abating. The “fashion” for organic shows no
sign of abating, although the reality is that the fabrics are increasingly using less cotton.
Operations and supply chains continue to exert the minds of jeans executives, although
this has become merged with a frenzy for new environmentally friendly processes in
fabric weaving and finishing. It is very CSR driven. Finally, all of this is being driven within
a business situation in which the developed world is experienced slow growth and a lot of
retailer pain. But the growing regions are showing an exuberant panache for “showing off”,
which is NOT very CSR.
It’s a confusing situation in which to be making strategic marketing and investment
decisions.
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MARKET BY VALUE
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Chapter 1: The world jeans market by value
The world jeans market value, 2018 estimate
Introduction and explanation
In this update of the April 2017 denim and jeans report, all the US$ value figures are
estimates at retail prices. That means the price paid by the consumer including any sales
taxes. The unit millions figures are pairs of jeans for men women and children. Estimates
for parts of the world where market research data does not exist are based on average
consumption (purchases) of jeans per person (including for children) per year. Some unit
numbers have changed from previous editions for years after 2016. The main reason for
this is due to changes in exchange rates, which affect the unit estimates.
World jeans market 2018
The world jeans market for 2017 is worth US$56.55 bn. The manner in which it is subdivided by continents is given in Table 2.

Table 1: World jeans market in US$bn, 2018 estimate

2018

World

North
America

Europe and
Turkey

Asia

South
America

Rest of the
World

57.30

20.10

19.75

11.98

4.20

1.27

35%

34%

21%

7%

2%

2018 as a%
Source: just-style.com

Europe accounts for US$19.75bn of the total, and North America for US$20.10bn.
Together they have a combined share of 69% of the world total, even though the
population in those two continents represents less than 15% of the world total. The
percentage share held by Asia is 21%, and the combined share of South America and the
Rest of the World is just under 10%. In macro-economic terms, although the share of the
market held by the developed world is declining, it is declining gradually. It takes a very long
time for industry shares to change considerably.

The world jeans market value, 2023 forecast
By 2022, the world jeans market will have grown from US$56.55bn to be worth
US$59.46bn.
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